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The Encyclopaedia of General Practice. Edited by G. F. ABERCROMBIE,
V.R.D., M.A., M.D. and R. M. S. MCCONAGHEY, M.D., London.
Butterworths. 1963. Volume 1. Pp. xvi + 515. Volume 2. Pp. ix
+ 587. Price £4 15s. per volume.

The editors of a new encyclopaedia whatever the range of subject
must always have been brave and determined men. This is the more so
in writing on medical matters where knowledge can move as fast as
the process of editing and publication.

This encyclopaedia is planned in six volumes, with an appendix volume
on ethical and legal matters which relate only to the United Kingdom.
Volume 1 from Abdominal Swelling to Colon and Volume 2 Colour
Blindness to Fungus Diseases are those just published, now under review.
Authorship is divided almost equally between consultants and general
practitioners all well-recognized in their own fields. Though style and
arrangement must be individual to carry full authority and interest the
editors have achieved a remarkable degree of uniformity. Sentences and
paragraphs are pleasantly short; tables and lists are rare. By skilful
subtitling it is possible to extract practical information quickly, once the
reader is familiar with the principles of the headings used throughout.
Diagrams and photographs are infrequent but very useful when they are
included, as for example in Electrocardiography (D. G. French) and
Cosmetic Surgery (D. N. Matthews).

Titling presents obvious problems to encyclopaedists, since active use
of the volumes is dependent upon its clarity. Here the editors appear to
have compromised. Titles by symptoms predominate: Cramp (A. H.
Hall), Cyanosis (Neville Oswald), Dizziness (R. H. Cooke), Flatulence
(0. Plowright), Diplopia (S. P. Meadows). These are easy for the
reader to turn up quickly while at work. Names of disease such as Crohn's
disease (A. G. S. Bailey and R. S. Corbett) or Amoebiasis (E. Laidlaw
Thomson); Disseminated Sclerosis (C. Worster-Drought) or Farmer's
Lung (F. H. Staines) imply reading under different circumstances and for
other needs.
Some subjects are approached under anatomical headings thus saving

multiple section headings above all in the specialities: for example Adenoids
(O. Plowright), Aorta (I. H. Stokoe), Ear (J. C. Hogg), Eye (C. R. S.
Jackson), even Brain (Denis Williams). Yet others are under wide, almost
contemplative, chapter headings such as Death (H. L. Glyn Hughes),
Development (R. S. Illingworth), Clinical Examination (Sir John Richard-
son, Bt.).
These groups of titles are selected to indicate the wide variety of subjects
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and also the difference of approach available to readers.
The volumes may be placed best on or near the working desk for quick

reference when seeing patients. They also contain material that is
suited for general reading when the opportunity occurs, and also for
special reference in pursuit of elusive material. Type is clear and page
spacing a pleasure in volumes of 500-60 pages which are easy to handle.
Most chapters have a short list under " Guide to further reading ".

The brevity of the lists should make them more readily used. The papers
and books listed should be valuable as an antidote to the idea that an
encyclopaedia can be a substitute for wide, varied and independent
reading.

In minor criticism this reviewer suggests that more cross references
would be valuable and should be found at the beginning of each section,
instead of at the end. It is irritating to turn through eleven pages, on
" Colon " looking for Diverticulosis, only to find a small type reference
on the last, to a section under that name by the same author in another
volume.
Some tightening up of subject matter in the sections may be helpful

too. It is odd to find a two and a half page summary on " Earache "
immediately after an admirable twenty-six pages on " Ear " by another
author. No doubt it is by editorial achievement that this occurs so in-
frequently. In contrast the separation of " Eyelids " from the section on
" Eye " and a special eight pages on " Elbow Joint " supplementary to
that on " Fractures and Dislocations " enables information of special
value to family doctors to be presented in satisfactory detail.

This bold enterprise of publication is bound to be important to those
doctors who read little and adopt the encyclopaedia as a habit. It will
stimulate regular readers to a wider horizon of subject matter. The
reviewer is surely not the only family doctor who finds parts of it good
to read in bed.

ANNIS GILLE

The Child and His Symptoms. JOHN APLEY, M.D., F.R.C.P., and RONALD
MACKEITH, D.M., F.R.C.P. Oxford. Blackwell Scientific Publications.
1962. Pp. i + 262. Price 25s.

Here is a book which ought to be read, and absorbed, by every general
practitioner. It is one of the very few tlat will be memorable not for
information but for wisdom, and which will help the doctor in his work
every day.

It is subtitled " a psychosomatic approach" and the sick child is
discussed against the background of his relationship with his parents
and the world, and the relationship between the doctor and his patients.
The understanding of these unmeasurable realities which are so much the
concern of the general practitioner is not common among specialists but
paediatricians in general-and the authors in particular-tend to be
exceptions, perhaps because they specialize in particular people rather
than particular systems.
The comprehensive and balanced approach displayed will be aspired
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